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Abstract:
This paper uses risk factors constructed from RusselllNomura style indexes as proxies in an

attempt to make the Fama and French three-factor asset pricing model more appealing. The

performance of these benchmark factors is evaluated through a direct and simple generalized
method of moments test using both daily and monthly data sets of the 33 Japanese industry

indexes. OUf constructed Fama and French three risk factors can explain returns on most of
the 33 industry indexes of all common stocks listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange Eirst Section,

JASDAQ, Hercules, and other exchanges. Moreover, the three factors risk premia finding

confirms the conclusion concerning the nature of the reversal of the size effect.

Keywords: Fama and French three-factor model, Generalized Method of Moments (GMM)



1. Introduction:

Fama and French (1993) have proposed the size and Book-to-Market (BM) risk factors

measurement method. They have proved the three-factor model's effectiveness and

robustness. The asset pricing theory's empirical results presented a remarkably weak
explanatory power for the unconditional single factor models, Fama and French (1992),

Jagannathan, Kubota and Takehara (1998).
The theoretical basis of a multi-factor model was at first presented by Ross (1976)

under non-arbitrage conditions. Afterwards, Grinblatt and Titman (1987) featured the
equivalence of the mean-variance efficiency and the arbitrage price theory under linear price

value form. Later on, mean-variance efficiency of multi-benchmark portfolio factors has

been presented by Fama and French (1993, 1996).
The Fama and French (1993) three-factor model represented a potential success in

asset pricing theory. Major researches have approved this model's final conclusions, Davis

(1994), and Fama and French (1993, 1995, 1996, 1998).
Meanwhile, since the publication of Fama and French findings, the empirical

performance of beta and the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) are the origin of
controversy and intense debate in the academic literature and popular press of the last decade

(see for example, Pare, 1992; Kuhn and seals McDonald, 1995; and Tully, 1998). Amihud et
al (1993), Black (1993) and Kothari et al (1995) suspected the procedures of data selection

and featured the insufficiency of econometric issues to explain the Fama and French results.

Kothari et al (1995) criticized the monthly sampling interval shortage to precisely estimate

beta. Despite the ongoing critics, the use of the Fama and French (FF) three-factor asset

pricing model has increasingly achieved acceptance among academia and practitioners.
The one factor CAPM of Sharp (1964), Lintner (1965), and Black (1972) shows

tractability when put into practice. The wide range of alternative market indexes used as
proxies for the CAPM enhances its appeal for applicability. On the contrary, the FF

three-factor model is more problematic and less appealing. It has a much higher degree of

complexity when measuring the size and BM risk factors.
Faff (2003, 2004) has constructed the Fama and French size and BM risk factors with

four available commercial style indexes produced by the Frank Russell Investment Group
and determined their efficacy using a sample of US and Australian industry indexes. These

indexes are "designed" with mixed characteristics of size and BM; namely small value

index, large value index, large growth index and small growth index.
Consequently, the aim of this paper is to construct simple benchmarks for Fama and

French factor in the Japane e market by using Russell omura style indexes provided by
Ru ell Inve tment Group and the Financial & Economic Research Center of Nomura

ecuritie The four Ru ell omura style indexes are the Russell! omura small value
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index, RusselllNomura large growth index, RusselllNomura large value index, and

RusselllN omura small growth index.
The construction of these two factors from style indexes is similar to the original

construction presented by Faff (2003, 2004). The FF three factors risk premia are determined

on the overall cross-sectional test instead of a group test as in Faff (2003, 2004).
Moreover, the performance of benchmark choice is evaluated using a simple

generalized method of moments (GMM) test. The choice of the GMM can be justified since
it encompasses the OLS, instrumental variables (IVs), and maximum likelihood estimators
The GMM approach has the merit of allowing for tests of model validity without the

classical assumption of normal distribution of returns. It permits, also, to improve

mean-variance efficiency and to avoid bias between variables.
The following section presents the FF three-factor model. Section 3 describes the

dataset, explains the Fama and French size and BM factors construction using
Russell/Nomura proxy indexes and provides descriptive statistics of the three factors risk

premia. Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Fama and French model:

Throughout their research of 1992, 1993, 1996 and 1998, Fama and French shaped up the

three-factor model as:

E(R,) - Rr = b, (E(Rm) -Rr) + s,E(SMB) + h;E(HML) (1)

E(R,) - Rr is the expected excess return on asset i.

E(Rm) - R, is the expected excess on market return.
E(SMB) is the expected return on proxy portfolio for the "Small minus Big" size factor.
E(HML) is the expected return on proxy portfolio for the "High minus Low" BM factor.
The estimated factors b, s, and h, are obtained from the empirical counterpart of this

model:

(2)

R" - R.1l is the realized excess return on asset i at time

R
mt

- RJI is the realized excess market return at time t .
5MB

t
is the realized return on the proxy portfolio for the size factor at time

HML
t
is the realized return on the proxy portfolio for the BM factor at time f.

By comparing the expectations of equation (2) with equation (1), we observe the intercept

(x, null hypothe is expected to be valid for all i , Thus as advocated, when imposing zero
intercept re iriction, the FF model can be directly tested. The FF model method is tested
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Usingthe GMM methodology in a system of equations:

RI/ - R/i = b, (Rmt - R/i) + s,SMBt + h;HMLt + Gil (3)

Rmt - Rft = vm + c;t (4)

(5)

(6)

Where vm is the estimated market premium, vSAm is the estimated 5MB premium and

\IHArt is the estimated HML premium.
We apply the GMM approach of MacKinlay and Richardson (1991) to test the FF three-factor

model.
In the system of equations ((3), (4), (5) and (6)) there are six parameters

( b ,S, ,h, , vm, V 5MB , V HAIL) and seven sample moments to estimate. This test of over-identified

restrictions is used to examine whether the moment restrictions are valid or not.

Also, this study tests other null hypothesis:

to examine the significance of the hypothetical parameters and the FF factors risk premia

across industries, where v nI, V SJ,m, and v HAIL denote the cross-sectional mean value of
\Im, V SJ\JB, and vH,\[L, respectively With this sort of testing the zero risk premia hypotheses

Ourmethod differentiates itself from Faff (2003, 2004).

3. Data description:
3.1. Data:

The data comprises daily and monthly returns over the 33 Japanese industry indexes, the
Russell/Nomura four value and growth-weighted "style" indexes, the Russell/Nomura total

market index (Nomura Securities Global Quantitative Research Center), and a proxy for the

risk-free rate (Financial Quest). The data is on an 11 year period, from January 6, 1997 to
April 24, 2008, for daily returns and on a 21 year period, from January 1986 to March 2008,

for monthly returns. otice that the total market index, the 33 industry indexes and the value

and growth-weighted "style" indexes' returns are inclusive of dividends. The four

Russell/Nomura Japanese equity "style" indexes provided by Russell Investment Group and

the Financial & conomic Research Center of omura Securities are used to construct
pr ie for the Fama and French MB and HML factors. The style indexes used are: the

Ru ell mura large cap value index, Russell omura large cap growth index,
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RusselllNomura small cap value index, and RusselllNomura small cap growth index'.
Further, the Russell/Nomura total market index will be used as a market index. And the

30-day gensaki rates will be a proxy for the risk-free rate'.
The Russell/Nomura total market index covers 98% of all listed stocks in terms of

market capitalization. It includes 2007 stocks from all markets.
The RusselllNomura large cap value index (Russell/Nomura large cap growth index)

appraises the performance of the 237 (214) largest companies in the Russell/Nomura total
market index with lower (higher) adjusted Price-to-Book (PIB) ratios and lower (higher)

forecasted growth values. And the RusselllNomura small cap value index (RusselllNomura
small cap growth index) appraises the performance of the 1004 (552) smallest companies in

the RusselllNomura total market index with lower (higher) adjusted PIB ratios and lower

(higher) forecasted growth values.
The Fama and French three factors are the following proxies. First, the excess market

return is the return on the RusselllNomura total market differed to the converted 30-day and

daily gensaki rates. Second, the return on the 5MB portfolio is defined as the difference
between average return on small stock portfolios and the average return on large stock

portfolios.

Where:
RS1', is the realized return on the RusselllNomura small cap value index at time t.
RSG, is the realized return on the RusselllNomura small cap growth index at time t.

RLf', is the realized return on the RusselllNomura large cap value index at time t.
R
LG

, is the realized return on the RusselllNomura large cap growth index at time t.
And finally, the return on HML portfolio is the difference between the average return on high
BM equity portfolios and the average return on low BM equity portfolios.

(RLI. + RSI') (Rw + RSG )HML = ' '- 'I 1

I 2 2

en
UJ

3.2. Descriptive statistics and correlations between Fama and French model factors:

Table I shows basic descriptive statistics and correlations of the proxies for the French and
Fama factor derived from the RusselllNomura Japanese "style" indexes. Several points

from thi table are worth noting. First, the average market risk premium over the daily and

I /\ description of these indexes nrc presented on the Nomura securities website located at.

lntp//gr.nomuru.co.jp!cnlfrcnriidocs/R rulc200707E.pdf
- Prcviouslv Daniel ct al (2001) and hiao and I Iucng (200-1) used 30-day gensaki rates as a proxy for the risk-free rate
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Table I:
Basic descriptive statistics and correlation between proxy Fama and

French Factors
This table, in Panel A, presents tile mean, median, maximum, minimum, standard deviation for the excess market return, the
Famn and French "Small minus Big" size portfolio factor (SMB), and the Fama and French "High minus Low"
~ok-to-market portfolio factor (HML). In panel B the correlations between the Failla and French factors are depicted

Daily data:04/01l1997-24/04/2008 Monthly data: 0111986-03/2008

e.; - Rfl 5MB, HML, Rm, -Rfl 5MB( HMLI

J.>anel A: Basic descriptive statistics
Mean 0.00221 -0.00007 0.00013 0.01744 0.00006 0.00444

Median 0.00195 0.00008 0.00002 0.01291 -0.00104 0.00397

Maximum 0.06147 0.lB332 0.05548 0.17434 0.11361 0.10159

Minimum -0.06291 -0.02790 -0.04098 -0.20638 -0.14054 -0.11879

_§_td.Dev. 0.01263 0.00655 0.00568 0.05586 0.03720 0.02540

J.>anel B: Correlations
R -Rmt II
5MB -0.3859 -0.lB65 1,
HML -0.2663 0.0511 -0.1013 ll0395

I

monthly data sets is positive (3.52% per annual and 2.58% per annual, respectively). Second,
the average 5MB and HJ\1L premia are positive for the monthly data equal to 2.22% and

3.22% per annual, respectively. This is consistent with Fama and French (1993). Third, the

average 5MB is negative, close to zero for the daily returns, and positive close to zero for the

monthly returns. This is consistent with previous research made in this issue, Faff (2003).

Fourth, and in panel B, the correlation between the 5MB and HML factors is close to zero

for both daily and monthly data. This is consistent with Fama and French (1993), who

computed a negative and close to zero (-0.08) correlation level between 5MB and HML on a

monthly sample size.

4. Empirical Framework:

We resume the results of the over-identified Fama and French time series regressions after

Using the system of equation (3), (4), (5), and (6) across Japanese industry portfolios. We can

summarize the findings of the Fama and French factor loading betas in table II. The most

remarkable result consistent with Fama and French (1993), in this table is that the mean

market beta value is close to one for both data sets. And contrary to Fatf (2003)'s findings

Concerning the significance proportion of 5MB betas and HML betas, a high proportion of

HML betas are tatistically significant. On the one hand, 31 (27) out of 33 industries have

significant HML betas for daily (monthly) data. And on the other hand, 26(25) industries

have ignificant MB beta for daily (monthly) data. The market betas show a significant

and po itive ign all along the ample portfolios. The majority of the 5MB (HML) betas are

G

o,
0:
W
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Table II:
Summary of FF factor betas across Japanese industry portfolios

This table shows in Panel A the mean, median, maximum, minimum, skew ness, and the number of positive and

negative sign for the estimated Fama and French factor betas. And in Panel B it describes the correlation between the

~imated Fama and French factor betas of dailv (denoted by (d)) and monthly (denoted by (m)) data sets.

~anel A: Summ~uy statistics
Daily data:04/0111997-24/04/2008 Monthly data: 0111986-03/2008

b,
Mean
Median
Min
Max

0.9855
0.9930
0.8712
1.1384

0.1812
0.2340

0.3682
0.5946
-0.9165
1.1793
-0.7655

23
8

1.0101 0.2125 0.3225

0.2876 OA151

-0.6645 -1.0274

0.7434 1.2527

-0.8255 -0.5305

22 20

3 7

hi (d) hi(m)

-0.3754
0.6905
-0.3766

0.9967
0.7029
1.5527
0.9222

33
o

Skew ness 0.0020
No. sig. positive 33
J:':Jo. sig. negative 0
~anel B: The three factors correlations

b,ed)
b.(d)
b.(m) 0.6539
s, (d) 0.2529
s.(m) 0.0861
h.(d) 0.2487
h,(m) 0.0043

22
4

0.1292
0.0184 0.6272

0.2356 0.364 0.0525

0.1406 0.3378 0.1121 0.8974

significant and positive, around 85% (75%).
For daily versus monthly data set, it happens that the same industries are ranked

coincidently in the extremes of the beta value interval. For instance, Securities &
Commodity Futures portfolio's market beta is the first ranked value and Service portfolio's
HML beta is the last ranked value for both daily and monthly data sets. In panel B, the
correlation between monthly and daily pairs is rather high in a range of 0.6 to 0.89. Finally,
most factor betas are positively correlated, the lowest correlations occur between the

monthly set of factor beta.
Tables III and IV show, not surprisingly, that excess return on the market portfolio

captures more variation on the industry portfolio of stocks'. Hence the totalities of market

factor betas are positively close to one and statistically highly significant, on both daily and

monthly data sets.
Taking the case of highest and lowest market beta, Securities & Commodities

Futures' beta is the highest (1.55 and 1.13) for both daily and monthly data sets and Mining
(Electric Power & Gas)'s beta is the lowest at 0.87 (0.7) for daily (monthly) data set. This

implie that Securities & Commodities Futures are most sensitive, whereas Mining and

Fama and French (1993)Jllstilied tlus result and brought it to the fact that market leaves more important variation in

stock. returns than other factors.
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Table III: GMM test of FF model, using daily data
Panel A: Loading factors and GMM statistics

Industry bi 5, h, GMM

tIshery,Agriculture& Forestry 0.946 (13.46)*** 0.69 (10.78)*** 0.649 (11.02)*** 2.457 [0.1170]

Mining 0.871 (7.47)*** 0.414 (4.25)*** 0.831 (8.64)*** 3.212 [0.0731]

Construction 0.997 (19.55)*** 0.542 (12.53)*** 0.888 (19.2)*** 0.01 [0.9189]

Foods 0.895 (18.-+-+)*** 0.308 (7.58)*** 0.757 (17.51)*** 0.198 [0.6566]

Textiles & Apparels 0.999 (21.67)*** 0.476 (11.59)*** 0.753 (17.63)*** 1.64 I [0.2002]

Pulp & Paper 0.988 (11.69)*** 0.202 (2.76)*** 1.115 (14.75)*** 1.198 [0.2737]

Chemicals 0.979 (28.39)*** 0.081 (2.6)*** 0.392 (10.03)*** 5.243 lO.0220]

Pharmaceutical 0.948 (15.2)*** 0.023 -0.4 0.493 (7.8)*** 0.068 [0.7949]

Oil & Coal Products 1.025 (11.24)*** 0.317 (3.82)*** 1.179 (14.73)*** 0.011 [0.9166]

Rubber Products 0.993 (10.42)*** -0.126 (-1.-+6) lU39 (3.98)*** 1.29 [0.2561]

Glass& Ceramics Products 1.004 (16.54)*** 0.261 (4.85)*** 0.495 (87)*** 0.034 [0.8528]

Iron & Steel 1.068 (12.04)*** 0.314 (4.-+2)*** 0.811 (11.61)*** 0.012 [0.9119]

Nonferrous Metals 1.089 (15.99)*** 0.234 (3.83)*** 0.058 -0.89 0.809 [0.3685]

Metal Products 1.011 (17.69)*** 0.441 (8.78)*** 0.791 (13 .44)*** 2.954 [0.0856]

Machinery 1.02 (24.29)*** 0.313 (8.32)*** 0.103 (2.52)** 0.427 [0.5135]

Electric Appliances 1.018 (26.95)*** -0.331 (-9.94)*** -0.673 (-18.33)*** 2.343 [0.1259]

Transportation Equipment 1.048 (2003)*** -0.375 (-7.53)*** 0.313 (5.44)*** 0.574 [0.4485]

PreCision Instnunents 1.002 (18.1)*** -0.028 (-0.58) -0.392 (-7.59)*** 3.295 [0.0695]

Other Products 0.876 (13.34)*** -0.012 (-0.23) -0.128 (-2.33)** 1.076 [0.2996]

Electric Power & Gas 0.898 (13.63)*** 0.249 (4.2)*** 0.842 (12.31)*** 0.375 [0.5402]

Land Transportation 0.898 (18.31)*** 0.19 (4.39)*** 0.667 (16.78)*** 0.07l [0.7900]

M.arinc Transportation 0.941 (9'-+2)*** 0.209 (2.41)** 0.785 (9.26)*** 0.293 [0.5885]

Air Transportation 0.881 (10.72)*** 0.292 (4.12)*** 0.776 (8.73)*** 0.37 [0.5432 J

Warehousing& Transport S 0.979 (17.27)*** 0.549 (10.67)*** 0.595 (HU 1)*** 0.53 [0.4667]

lnfollllation & C0111111unication 0.99 (13.63)*** -0.293 (-4.4 )*** -0.795 (-11.82)*** 0.339 [0.56061

Wholesale Trade 0.997 (14.3)*** 0.258 (4.21)*** -0.367 (-5.23)*** 1.328 lO.2491]

Retail Trade 0.959 (19.48)*** 0.226 (4.93)*** 0.025 -0.42 3.-+28 [0.06411

Banks 1.049 (16.47)*** -0.058 (-1. 04) 0.847 (14.79)*** 1.1-+7 [0.2841]

Sec '. 1.138 (13.18)*** -0.195 (-2.45)** -0.397 (-4.37)*** 0.417 [0.5184]
unties& CommodityFutures

Insurance 0.954 (11.84)*** -0.081 (-1.14) 0.901 (12.14)*** 0.348 [0.55551

OUlcr Financing Business 1.045 (13 .57)*** 0.328 (4.97)*** -0.359 (-5.-+6)*** 0.095 10.75731

Real Estate 1.0-+7 (11.68)*** 0.069 -0.85 0.676 (7.42)*** 0.25 [0.6173]

"---- Services 0.972 (22.98)*** 0,491 (12.94)*** -0.917 (-22.45)*** 1.555 [0.2124]

Panel B: The market, 5MB and HML risk premia

Vm VSAffl V nsn.

0.005 (lUO) -0.013 (-3.09)*** 0.006 (2.00)**

fhis table exhibits the result ofthe demonstrated test on the FF model through the system of regressions (3), (4), (5), and (6). The test

IS nlade on a daily data sample from the 6th of January 1997 to the 24thof April 2008. GMM is the .l-test statistic of over-identifying

restrictions. The GMM coefficient's Pvvaluc is carried in brackets. The loading factors associated r-statistic is contained in parentheses

bel
0\\ the loading coefficient estunate.

t •• 0", .. show the level of slgnilicance at 1%,5%. and ID%, respectively
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Table IV: GMM test of FF model, using monthly data
Panel A: Loading factors and GMM statistics

Industry h, S, h
I

GMM

FishelY, Agriculture & Forestry 0.927 (19.92)*** 0.588 (7.21)*** 0.611 (6.88)*** 0.000 [0.999'+]

Mining 1.093 (19.93)*** 0.611 (6'+ )*** 0.6H (3.85)*** 0.000 [0.9889]

Construction 1.0'+6 (2.+.55)*** 0.'+33 (5.27)*** 1.092 (10 16)*** 2.702 [0.1002]

Foods 0.81 (21.63)*** 0.2.+1 (39)*** 0.365 (3 73)*** 6.6'+8 [0.0099J

Textiles & Apparels 0.99 (31.32)*** 0.'+1 (7.22)*** 0.593 (5.56)*** 2.138 [0.1'+37]

Pulp & Paper 0.847 (17.13)*** 0.326 ('+02)*** 0.91'+ (5.'+3)*** 1.517 [0.2181]

Chemicals 1.002 (3.+.'+7)*** 0.288 (.+.89)*** 0.206 (2.19)** 0.711 [0.3992]

Pharmaceutical 0.7'+9 (17.31)*** 0.0'+9 -0.65 0.015 -0.09 9.205 [0.002'+]

Oil & Coal Products 1.025 (15.87)*** 0 ..+5 (3.59)*** 0.828 (5.1)*** 0.011 [0.9161]

Rubber Products 0.97.+ (20.33)*** 0.286 (3.07)*** 0.116 -0.5.+ 0.035 [0.8517]

Glass & Ceramics Products 1.058 (28 ..+7)*** 0.312 (.+.92)*** OA15 (3.2)*** 0.11 [0.7398J

Iron & Steel 1.187 (21.89)*** -0.019 (-0.19) 1.186 (8.9)*** 0.752 [0.3860]

Nonferrous Metals 1.19'+ (29 ..+8)*** 0.191 (2.53)** 0.28 (1.83)* 1.032 [0.3098]

Metal Products 0.89 (2.+.18)*** 0.743 (1119)*** 0.'+38 (3.06)*** 0.282 [0.5956]

Machinery 1.075 (36.67)*** 0.552 (9.'+7)*** 0.132 -1.38 0.001 [0.9817]

Electric Appliances 0.98'+ (20.61)*** -0.02'+ (-0.22) -0.707 (-'+.53)*** lU66 [0.'+947]

Transportation Equipment 0.943 (27.9)*** -0.328 (-'+.09)*** 0.19'+ -1.2 2.807 [0.09391

Precision lnstnunents 0.909 ( 19.53)*** 0.337 (3.8'+)*** -0.399 (-2.68)*** 6.423 [0.0113]

Other Products 0.856 (2.+.0.+)*** 0.30 I (3.58)*** -0.372 (-2.89)*** 3.186 [0.07'+2]

Electric Power & Gas 0.703 (12.17)*** -0.665 (-5.92)*** lU23 (3.26)*** 2.701 [0.1003]

Land Transportation 0.877 (16.93)*** -0.08 (-0.97) 0.652 (6.21)*** 0.528 l°,4675]

Marine Transportation 1.218 (19 ..+)*** 0.199 (1.6'+)* 1.253 (7.'+9)*** 0.232 [0.6298]

Air Transportation 0.875 (11.9)*** 0.252 (2.15)** 0.576 (3.33)*** 0.068 [0.79'+21

I Warehousing & Transport. S 1.018 (25.1.+)*** 0.'+83 (6.19)*** 0.869 (8.08)*** 0.053 lO.817'+]

Information & Conmmnication 1.102 (17.55)*** 0.049 -0.'+9 -0.881 (-5.53)*** 0.269 [0.60'+2]

Wholesale Trade 1.162 (29.98)*** 0.37 (.+.65)*** -0.'+69 (-2.25)** 1..+38 [0.230'+]

Retail Trade 0.912 (27.23)*** 0.383 (5.59)*** -0.121 (-0.57) 0.182 [0.6693]

Banks 0.997 (20.2)*** -0.091 (-1.1) 0.767 (5.47)*** 0.619 IlU316j

Securities & Commodity Futures 1.553 (18.82)*** -0.192 (-1.59) 0.278 -1.47 15.'+88 [0.00011

Insurance 1.0.+2 (22.56)*** -0.'+15 (-'+.81)*** 1.011 (6.87)*** 0.0.+5 10.83281

Other Financing Business 1.126 (28.6.+)*** lU79 (6.3)*** -0.239 (-1.79)* 1.1.+.+ lO.28'+8]

Real Estate 1.25 (21.22)*** -0.027 (-lUI) 1.002 (5.28)*** 0.619 llU313 J

------
Sen' ices 0.9'+ (30.'+8)*** 0.523 (7.'+9)*** -1.027 (-9.89)*** 0.148 [0.70011

------
Panel B: The market, 5MB and HML risk premia

Vm V S,\JB v nsn.

-----
0.146 (0.'+8) -0.163 (-1.18) 0.275 (.+.26)***

'lhis table exhibits the results of the demonstrated test on the FF model through the system of regressions (3), (4), (5), and (6).The

test is made on a monthly data sample from January 1986 to March 2008. GMM is the J-test statistic of over-identifying restrictions

111cGMM cocfficients P-value is carried in brackets. The loading factors associated r-statistic is contained in parentheses below the

load1!\gcoefficient estimate.

" .... , • sho« the level at' signi Iicancc at \%, -%, and \0%, respectively.
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Electric Power & Gas are least sensitive to changes in the market as a whole. The highest
positive exposure to size factor is Fishery, Agriculture and Forestry (0.69) on a daily data
set and Metal products (0.74) on a monthly data set. However, Transportation Equipment

has the highest negative exposure to size factor at -0.37 and Electric Power & Gas at -0.74

for daily and monthly data sets, respectively.
We notice on table IV that Information and Communication has a highly considered

negative exposure to BM factor at -0.8 (-0.88) on daily (monthly) data set. This is
consistent with the fact the IT shares with high BM ratio (consequently negative factor

loading on BM factor) are often overvalued.
Oil & Coal Products (Marine Transportation) has the highest positive exposure to BM

factor for daily (monthly) data set.
The GMM test statistics null hypothesis assumes that the risk factors have not an

effect on the FF model. The outcome presented in the right side of Table III and IV
supports the validity of the FF three factors model for most industries in the Japanese stock
market. Only five (six) sectors did not support the FF model for daily (monthly) data set,

since their P-value is less then 10%. Construction (Fishery, Agriculture & Forestry) gives
the greatest endorsement to the FF model since its P-value is 0.9189 (0.9994) for daily

(monthly) data set.
Our findings are consistent with a wave of recent similar findings supporting the

overall performance of the FF model when using risk factors constructed using style

indexes".
Further examination of the three factors risk premia in panel B of table III and IV

discloses that the market and book-to-market factors risk premia are positive and the size

factor premium is negative. This confirms the conclusion concerning the nature of the

reversal of the size effect.

6. Conclusion:

The primary contribution of this paper is to create and bring to practice a new simple method

through which style indexes can be used as proxies to compute Fama and French risk

factors. We used data provided from the omura Securities. These proxy risk factors show

similarity in properties to those used in previous literature and were quite favorable for the
FF model. Using samples of daily data (6th of January 1997 to 24th of April 2008) and

samples of monthly data (January 1986 to March 2008), this analysis's outcome reveals

trong evidence on the performance of the risk factors constructed from style indexes

-l Pham T I (2006) succeeded to determine tile perfonnance ofFF model using monthly data with different
"ott-the-shelf" stvlc mdcxcs of Daiwa secunties to construct FF risk factors.
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